How do I know whether my research is fundamental?

Tell Me

1. UNC Charlotte's intent is that all campus research qualify as fundamental research, so that its conduct and results will be excluded from export controls and UNC Charlotte's Open Access policy can be satisfied. The Export Controls Office will work with you to avoid research provisions that would disqualify your research as fundamental (such as restriction on your right to publish).

2. Additionally, technology you bring into your project, possibly from a sponsor or as a purchased item, may be export controlled. This extends to the use of export-controlled items in your research, if export-controlled technology could be acquired by inspection or use of the item. Items that originate outside the US are subject to US export controls when in the US.

Info

To learn more, please visit [UNC Charlotte's Export Control website](#).

If you have any questions, please contact John Jacobs, Export Control Officer, Office of Research Compliance, at 704-687-1877 or via e-mail at jljacob2@uncc.edu.
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